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REAL RESULTS FOR REAL PEOPLE
Who is Right for You?

With so many real estate agents and auctioneers, how do you choose who is right for you? Do you choose based on the lowest price with minimal advertising? Or, do you go with a large national company that boasts national coverage but a substantially higher commission rate?

Results offers the best of both worlds! We are a small local Kansas company that offers knowledge, performance, and advertising, all at competitive rates. Since our inception in 2008, Results Realty has successfully marketed and sold land in 34 counties across Kansas.

Results provides our Client’s listings Premium Placement on the following websites:

- ResultsLandCo.com & ResultsRE.com
- Land.com - LandsofAmerica.com, LandandFarm.com, & Landwatch.com
- LandFlip.com - FarmFlip.com, LotFlip.com, RanchFlip.com, & CommercialFlip.com
- LandBrokerMLS.com
- LandHub.com
- RLILand.com
- Realtor.com

Compare Results’ advertising platform with any brokerage firm. Successful marketing in today’s marketplace requires much more than just the local paper.

What is the Land Market Doing?

Recently there has been a rash of new land brokerages promising high prices for recreational properties, yet is there supporting sales comps to justify these prices? Demand is still strong for “special” properties, but at what level? In consulting with landowners wanting to discover the “true value” of their farms, I have seen a huge discrepancy between sold prices vs. listed prices.

There are still 3 rules of real estate: LOCATION, LOCATION, and LOCATION. Additionally, the land market also depends upon soil types, production history, minerals, lease encumbrances and water which all play into the value of your farm. Results compiles all this data pertinent to the subject property along with, comparable sales data and research of the area of interest to determine the “true value” of your property.

Choose Professional - Choose Results

Can We Help You Sell Your Property?

In 2019, RESULTS sold tracts from 20 Acres in Reno County to a 2,440 Acre Ranch in Meade County. RESULTS has successfully sold large and small properties, near or far, through Private List or Auction and we can successfully help you with your property. Confidentiality and discretion are traits we hold dear while producing real RESULTS for you. For more information on selling your property, give us a call today!